Bureau of Special Education FY’16 Memo #33

Date: May 5, 2016

To: Superintendents of Schools
Directors of Special Education

From: Office of the Commissioner
Division of Educational Improvement
Bureau of Special Education

RE: NHSEIS – i4see Integration and New Add Student Interface

The New Hampshire Department of Education (NHDOE), Bureau of Special Education is integrating the i4see system with the New Hampshire Special Education Information System (NHSEIS) to support data integrity across both systems and reduce data burden at the local level. As part of this integration, NHSEIS will now verify student SASIDs as well as retrieve student demographic data from i4see. In addition, NHSEIS will share information with i4see with the intent of eliminating the separate SpedPublic and Alternate Assessment (tentative) reports currently being uploaded into i4see.

To implement this new integration we must first ensure all records are reconciled by May 20th. Please refer to the attached for direction:

- i4see and NHSEIS Reconciliation
- NHSEIS – i4see Integration and New Add Student Interface

For additional information, please contact Terry Hersh, Terry.Hersh@doe.nh.gov / 603-271-3775.
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